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Abstract

As communication distances and bit rates increase,
opto-electronic interconnects are becoming de-facto stan-
dard for designing high-bandwidth low-latency intercon-
nection networks for high performance computing (HPC)
systems. While bandwidth scaling with efficient mul-
tiplexing techniques (wavelengths, time and space) are
available, static assignment of wavelengths can be detri-
mental to network performance for adversial traffic pat-
terns. Dynamic bandwidth reconfiguration based on ac-
tual traffic pattern can lead to improved network perfor-
mance by utilizing idle resources. While dynamic band-
width re-allocation (DBR) techniques can alleviate inter-
connection bottlenecks, power consumption also increases
considerably. In this paper, we propose a dynamically
reconfigurable architecture called E-RAPID (Extended-
Reconfigurable, All-Photonic Interconnect for Distrib-
uted and parallel systems) that not only dynamically re-
allocates bandwidth, but also reduces the power consump-
tion for all traffic patterns. Our proposed LS (Lock-Step)
reconfiguration technique combines Dynamic Power Man-
agement (DPM) with DBR techniques, achieving a reduc-
tion in power consumption of 25% - 50% while degrading
the throughput by less than 5%.

1 Introduction

The increasing bandwidth demands at higher bit rates
and longer communication distances in high-performance
computing (HPC) systems are constraining the perfor-
mance of electrical interconnects[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. This has
given rise to opto-electronic networks can that support
greater bandwidth through a combination of efficient mul-
tiplexing techniques for board-to-board and rack-to-rack
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interconnects. Opto-electronic interconnects provide max-
imum flexibility for HPC systems by partitioning elec-
tronic processing functionalities with high bandwidth opti-
cal communication capabilities, thereby optimizing cost to
performance ratio.

Static allocation of wavelengths in optical intercon-
nects offers every node with equal opportunity for inter-
processor communication. In our previously proposed
RAPID (Reconfigurable All-Photonic Interconnect for
Distributed and parallel computing systems)[6], the rout-
ing and wavelength assignment (RWA) allocated band-
width statically between various communicating boards
using different wavelengths, fibers and time-slots. While
static allocation improved performance for benign traffic
patterns, the network congests for adversial traffic pat-
terns due to uneven resource utilization. On the other
hand, dynamic re-allocation of bandwidth based on ac-
tual traffic utilization can improve performance by utiliz-
ing idle resources in the network. Prior work on dynamic
reconfiguration have used active electro-optic switching
elements[5], time-slots based bandwidth re-allocation[7]
and both time and space based bandwidth switching[8].

While opto-electronic networks can improve perfor-
mance with higher bit rates and dynamic re-allocation of
bandwidth, power consumption is still a critical problem
for HPC systems. As interconnection network consume a
sizeable fraction of the system power budget (for exam-
ple, 70% of the switch power budget in IBM Infiniband 8-
port 12X switch[9, 10]), researchers have proposed several
power-aware techniques to optimize power consumption
for HPC systems. Dynamic power reduction techniques
such as DVS (Dynamic Voltage Scaling)[11, 12, 13] and
DLS (Dynamic Link Shutdown)[14] have been suggested
for electrical networks. In DVS, voltage and frequency
of the electrical link are dynamically adjusted to different
power levels according to traffic intensities to minimize
power consumption. DLS, on the other hand turns down
the link if it is not heavily used and turns up the link when
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needed. In [12], power-aware opto-electronic network de-
sign space is explored by regulating power consumption
in response to actual network traffic. However, this work
enables efficient power regulation without bandwidth re-
allocation.

The motivation for designing dynamically reconfig-
urable, power-aware opto-electronic network for HPC sys-
tems is two fold. First, as bandwidth demands increase,
networks that can dynamically re-allocate bandwidth by
adapting to shifts in network traffic can gain significant
improvement in performance. Second, as spatial and tem-
poral locality exists due to inter-process communication
patterns, opto-electronic power-aware networks can opti-
mize their power consumption and thereby improve per-
formance by scaling bit rates and supply voltage. While
scaling the bit rates allows opto-electronic networks to re-
duce their power consumption, this can adversely affect
performance by increasing latency. Similarly, dynamically
re-allocating bandwidth can improve the network perfor-
mance, but at the same time consume more power. Taken
together, this work evaluates the power-performance trade-
off by balancing power consumption with improving net-
work performance. This enables reducing communication
bottlenecks, while optimizing resource utilization leading
to balanced-improvedsystem architecture design.

In this paper we propose a dynamically reconfigurable
optical interconnect called E-RAPID (extended-RAPID)
that not only dynamically re-allocates bandwidth, but also
reduces the power consumption while delivering high-
bandwidth, and high connectivity. Dynamic Power Man-
agement (DPM) techniques (locally controlled) such as
DVS and DLS are applied in conjunction with Dynamic
Bandwidth Re-allocation (DBR) techniques (globally con-
trolled) based on prior network utilization for various com-
munication patterns. We propose a dynamic reconfigura-
tion algorithm called Lock-Step (LS) technique that adapts
to changes in communication patterns. LS is a history-
based distributed reconfiguration algorithm that triggersre-
configuration phases, disseminates state information, re-
allocates system bandwidth, regulates power consumption
and re-synchronizes the system periodically with minimal
control overhead. LS has several advantages including:
(1) Decentralized power scaling such that every board/link
independently makes decisions, and (2) Re-allocation of
bandwidth happens between any system boards without af-
fecting the on-going communication in the overall system.

2 Optical Reconfigurable Architecture: E-
RAPID

A E-RAPID network is defined by a 3-tuple:(C,B,D)
where C is the total number of clusters, B is the total num-
ber of boards per cluster and D is the total number of nodes

per board. Figure 1 shows an E-RAPID system with C
= 1, B = 4 and D = 4. All nodes are connected to the
scalable electrical Intra-Board Interconnect (IBI). The IBI
connects the nodes for local (intra-board communication)
as well as to the Scalable Remote Optical Super-Highway
(SRS) for remote (inter-board communication). All inter-
connects on the board are implemented using electrical in-
terconnects, where as the interconnections from the board
to SRS are implemented using optical fibers using multi-
plexers and demultiplexers. The WDM and SDM features
are exploited by the SRS for maximizing the inter-board
connectivity as explained next.

2.1 Inter-board and Intra-board Communication

The static routing and wavelength allocation (RWA) for
inter-board communication for a R(1,4,4) system is shown
in Figure 1. For inter-board communication, different
wavelengths from various boards are selectively merged
to separate channels to provide high connectivity. Inter-
board wavelengths are indicated byλ

(s)
i , wherei is the

wavelength ands is the source board number from which
the wavelength originates. The wavelength assigned for
a given source boards and destination boardd is given
by λ

(s)
B−(d−s) if d > s andλ

(s)
(d−s) if s > d, where B is

the total number of boards in the system[6]. For exam-
ple, if any node on board1 needs to communicate with
any node in board0, the wavelength used isλ(1)

1 and for

reverse communication, the wavelength used isλ
(0)
3 . The

multiplexed signal received at the board is demultiplexed
such that every optical receiver detects a wavelength.

Figure 2(a) shows the intra-board interconnections for
board 0. The network interface at every node is composed
of send and receive ports. These send and receive ports at
each node are connected to the optical transmitter and re-
ceiver ports through the bidirectional switch. Each packet,
consisting of several fixed-size units called flits, that ar-
rives on the physical input buffers progress through var-
ious stages in the router before it is delivered to the ap-
propriate output port. The progression of the packet can
be split intoper-packetandper-flit steps. The per-packet
steps include route computation (RC), virtual-channel al-
location (VA) and per-flit steps include switch allocation
(SA) and switch traversal (ST)[15]. A link controller (LC)
is associated with each optical transmitter and receiver and
a Reconfiguration Controller (RC) is associated with each
system board. The co-ordination between RCs and LCs
are essential for implementing the reconfiguration algo-
rithm. One significant distinction should be made in E-
RAPID: Flits from different nodes are interleaved in the
electrical domain using virtual channels whereas packets
from different boards are interleaved in the optical domain.
Although flit transmission in the optical domain is feasi-
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Figure 1. Routing and wavelength assign-
ment in E-RAPID for inter-board communi-
cation.

ble, flit management across multiple domains is extremely
complicated.

2.2 Technology for Reconfiguration

From Figure 2(a), each optical transmitter is composed
of an array of similar wavelength lasers. The enabling
technology for reconfigurability in E-RAPID is shown in
Figure 2(b). Each optical transmitter is associated with 4
output ports (a, b, c and d) as there are 4 boards in the sys-
tem. The notationλ(y)

x is used here to indicate wavelength
x originating from porty for a given transmitter. The sta-
tically assigned wavelength as per the communication re-
quirements from section 2.1 are enclosed in a bracket.

The ability to dynamically switch multiple wavelengths
through different ports of a given transmitter simultane-
ously to different system boards using passive couplers
forms the basis for system reconfigurability in E-RAPID.
This provides the flexibility in E-RAPID where more than
one wavelength can be used for board-to-board commu-
nications in case of increased traffic loads. The basis of
reconfiguration is to combine, at a given coupler, different
wavelengths from similar numbered ports, but from differ-
ent transmitters. Referring to Figure 2(b), the multiplexed
signal appearing at coupler1 is composed of all the signals
inserted by same numberedb ports (λ(b)

0 , λ
(b)
1 , λ

(b)
2 and

λ
(b)
3 ), but from different transmitters. Now, when needed,

different destination boards can be reached by more than
one static wavelength, thereby enabling the dynamic re-
configurability of the proposed architecture. For exam-

ple, assume that the traffic intensity from board 0 to 2 is
high. The static wavelength assigned for communication
to board 0 to 2 isλ(c)

2 at coupler2. The other wavelengths

λ
(c)
0 , λ

(c)
1 andλ

(c)
3 appearing at the same coupler 2, could

be used if other boards (board 1, 2 or 3) release their stati-
cally allocated wavelengths (with which they can commu-
nicate with board 2) to board 0. If board 1 releases wave-
lengthλ1 to board 0, then board 0 can start using portc

at transmitter1 (λ(c)
1 ) in addition to portc at transmitter2

(λ(c)
2 ), thereby doubling the bandwidth and reducing com-

munication latency. The physical link over which both the
wavelengthsλ(c)

1 , andλ
(c)
2 propagate are the same, where

as the different channel is formed between transmitters 1
and 2 at board0 with different receivers on board 2. This
allows contending traffic, not only to use multiple wave-
lengths, but also to spread the traffic on the transmitter
board, thereby increasing the throughput of the network.

3 Bandwidth-Power Dynamic Reconfigura-
tion

In this section, we describe the implementation of LS
technique. To provide more insight into reconfiguration
mechanisms, consider Figure 3 which shows various com-
bination of power/non-power aware and bandwidth/non-
bandwidth reconfigured network design. The total power
consumption of an opto-electronic link scales with the sup-
ply voltage (VDD) as well as with the bit rate (BR)[12].
Increasing the bit rate consumes more power as both the
voltage and bit rate increases. Suppose, we have 3 power
levels, power-lowPL, power-midPM and power-highPH

as shown on the left y-axis and the link utilization (mea-
sures the amount of time the link is used) correspond-
ing to 3 levels utilization-lowUL, utilization-midUM and
utilization-highUH as shown on the right y-axis. Figure
3(a) shows the Non-Power Aware Non-Bandwidth Recon-
figuration (NP-NB). In this case, irrespective of the link
utilization, the power consumption remains constant and
the network cannot react to fluctuations in traffic patterns.
Figure 3(b) shows Power-Aware Non-Bandwidth Recon-
figuration (P-NB) where the link utilizations are regularly
measured at the power reconfiguration window,Rw = Rp.
P-NB allows link power to scale with utilization, thereby
improving the performance at high utilization and saving
power at low utilization. If the bandwidth demands fur-
ther increase, there is no provision for further improving
performance. Figure 3(c) shows the Non-Power Aware,
Bandwidth Reconfiguration (NP-B), in which depending
on the availability of the idle links, performance can be
improved by providing additional bandwidth. This can
be achieved by monitoring the utilization at bandwidth re-
configuration window,Rw = RB and thereby re-allocating
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Figure 2. (a) The proposed on-board interconnect for the E-R APID architecture with reconfiguration
controller (RC) and link controllers (LC). (b) The proposed technology for reconfiguration using
passive couplers and array of lasers per transmitter port.

idle link bandwidth. While this achieves improved perfor-
mance, NP-B consumes double the power as shown in the
Figure 3(c). Figure 3(d) shows Power Aware Bandwidth
Reconfiguration (P-B) where it balances power consump-
tion with bandwidth re-allocation, i.e. it combines power-
awareness with bandwidth reconfigurability, thereby im-
proving performance while consuming less power.

In this paper, we propose Lock-Step (LS) technique that
re-allocates link bandwidth, scales the bit rates and supply
voltages based on historical information. In LS, each re-
configuration phase works in several circular stages, each
stage is implemented either as a request or a response stage
between RC and LC. Each RC triggers the reconfiguration
phase, communicates with the local LCs and other RCs
to determine the network load based on state information
(link and buffer utilizations) collected during the previous
phase. This reconfiguration phase could be for power-
awareness in the network or for bandwidth re-allocation.
The key requirement of LS is to minimize the impact of
reconfiguration latency on the on-going communication in
the network. In addition, the time to reconfigure should
also be minimized so that the reconfiguration algorithm is
responsive to transient traffic changes.

Reconfiguration Statistics: Historical statistics are col-
lected with the hardware counters located at each LC. Each
LC is associated with an optical transmitter to measure link
statistics, and with an optical receiver to turn on/off the
receiver. The link utilization Linkutil tracks the percent-
age of router clock cycles when a packet is being transmit-

ted in the optical domain from the transmitter queue. The
buffer utilization Bufferutil determines the percentage of
buffers being utilized before the packet is transmitted[12].
All these statistics are measured over a sampling time win-
dow calledReconfiguration windowor phase,Rw. Linkutil

provides accurate information regarding whether a link is
being used at all, at low-medium network loads, where
as Bufferutil provides accurate information regarding net-
work congestion at medium-high network load. In what
follows, we first explain how power-awareness is imple-
mented, then how bandwidth reconfiguration is imple-
mented and lastly, how they are implemented together.

3.1 Dynamic Power Management (DPM)

An optical link in E-RAPID architecture consists of
the transmitter, the receiver and the channel. The to-
tal power consumption of an optical link is comprised of
the transmitter and receiver power. Transmitter power is
consumed at the laser, and laser driver/modulator, where
as the receiver power is consumed at the photodetector,
transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and clock and data recov-
ery (CDR) circuitry[16]. While both Multiple-Quantum
Wells (MQW)[16] with external modulators and VCSELs
(vertical-cavity surface emitting lasers)[17, 16] can be con-
sidered as light sources, we assume a VCSEL (vertical-
cavity surface emitting laser) as the laser source, which
eliminates the need for the external modulator. More-
over, there are commercial vendors who provide one-
dimensional multiple-wavelength VCSEL arrays which are
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used for reconfiguration in E-RAPID. The power scaling
trends with supply voltage (VDD) and bit rate (BR) for
various optical link components are as follows: VCSEL
(VDD), VCSEL driver (V 2

DD. BR), TIA (VDD.BR) and
CDR (V 2

DD.BR)[12, 16]. When the bit rate scales down,
the supply voltage is also reduced of all the above compo-
nents, resulting in power savings.

In a VCSEL-based transmitter, both the bit-rate and the
supply voltage can be controlled by the modulation current
from the VCSEL driver, which results in a linear reduction
in output optical power. At the receiver, the supply volt-
ages and bit rates can be scaled to save power in the pho-
todetector, TIA and CDR. Scaling the power level focuses
on reducing the delay incurred during the slow voltage
transitions as compared to frequency transitions[12, 11].
As the link can be operational during the slow voltage tran-
sitions, increasing the link speed involves increasing the
voltage before scaling the frequency. Similarly, the fre-
quency is decreased before scaling the voltage. The delay
penalty is limited to frequency transitions as this requires
the CDR (implemented as phase-locked loop) to relock the
bit-rate and re-synchronize the clock with the incoming
data. In our power-aware opto-electronic network, differ-
ent bit rates correspond to different power levels. We con-
sider 3 power levelsPlow, Pmid andPhigh corresponding
to bit rates 2.5 Gbps, 3.3 Gbps and 5 Gbps. While 10 Gbps
VCSELs are available, we consider these 3 power levels to
match the slower electrical on-board link rates.

Dynamic Power Regulation Algorithm: The power-

awareness cycle is triggered by the RC on every sys-
tem board everyRw. Each RCj , j = 0,1,...B-1 sends
to LCi, i = 0,1,...D-1, PowerRequest control packet.
When everyLCi receives the packet, it measures the link
utilization Linkutil, and buffer utilization Bufferutil for
the prior reconfiguration window,Rw and forwards the
PowerRequest to the nextLCi+1. ThePowerRequest con-
trol packet is finally received by the RC which completes
the power-aware cycle.LCi then decide to scale the bit
rates based on link thresholds,Lmin andLmax and buffer
thresholdBmax. If the Linkutil falls belowLmin, LCi

scales the bit rate down to the the next power level. If
the Linkutil exceedsLmax, LCi scales the bit rate up to
the next power level. If the Linkutil falls betweenLmin

andLmax, it retains the same bit rate. As there is one-to-
one mapping between the transmitter and the receiver, the
transmitterLCi injects a bit rate control packet on the link
and stops transmission for the duration while the frequency
and voltage transitions occur. When this bit rate control
packet is received, the optical receiver then re-clocks to
the new bit rate. The bit rate scaling is locally controlled
by the LC. The RC does not receive any information re-
garding the state of the LCs during the power-aware recon-
figuration cycle.

While multiple bit rates can conserve more power by
finely tuning the bit rates to the link utilization, it increases
the delay penalty by re-clocking the CDR circuitry every
time the bit rate is scaled. Similarly, ifRw is too small,
the bit rates will be tuned too often, again incurring excess
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delay penalty. IfRw is too large, the bit rates cannot scale
to accommodate large fluctuations. We use network sim-
ulation to determine an optimum value ofRw to be 2000
simulation cycles. By using only 3 power levels in our
system architecture, we avoid multiple bit rate transitions.
Moreover, we aggressively push the link utilization to the
limit. For example, setting theLmax to be 0.9 andLmin

to be 0.7 allows the link to be fully utilized. This ensures
that for low loads, we keep decreasing the bit rate until
the utilization falls betweenLmin andLmax. For medium
load, the link is well utilized and we are on the verge of
saturating the link. We increase the bit rate if the Linkutil

is greater thanLmax. Similarly, at high load, we operate
at the highest power level. Now, instead of simply scaling
the bit rate if the Linkutil exceedsLmax, we incorporate
additional power savings by not only saturating the link,
but also waiting until the buffer utilization exceedsBmax.
The bit rate is scaled up only if the link threshold exceeds
bothLmax andBmax. As the network link is saturated at
high loads, additional power savings can be obtained by
reducing the bit rates.

3.2 Dynamic Bandwidth Re-allocation (DBR)

In order to implement DBR, RCs evaluate the state in-
formation and re-allocate the bandwidth for the currentRw

based on previousRw. After RCs have decided which links
to reconfigure, this information is disseminated back to the
RCs on other boards as well as the local LCs. EachRCi

is connected toRCi+1 in a simple electrical ring topol-
ogy separated from the optical SRS. A ring topology with
unidirectional flow of control ensures that what informa-
tion is sent in one direction is always received in another.
Figure 4 shows the 2 communication stages, RC-LC and
RC-RC of the reconfiguration implementation. Figure 4
shows the RC, with RC transmit/receiver ports, LC trans-
mit/receive ports, an RC queue, an outgoing link statistic
and an incoming link statistic table. Each transmitter as-
sociated with every wavelengthλ0, λ1, λ2 ... on a given
system board has a on/off value. This binary value indi-
cates which lasers within a transmitter are either on (1) or
off (0).

The symmetry of E-RAPID with respect to the num-
ber of wavelengths provides the insight into reconfigura-
tion algorithm. For example, ifΛ = λ0, λ1, λ2 ... λW−1

is the total number of wavelengths associated with the sys-
tem, we can see that this is exactly the number of wave-
lengths transmitted/received from each system boards. In
other words, the number ofoutgoingor incominglinks per
system board is the same. Therefore, in order to balance
the load and re-allocate wavelengths on any given link,
the system board needs all link statistics on itsincoming
links. This is achieved by the co-ordination between the

LCs and RCs as explained in the5 stage reconfiguration
mechanism for a R(1, 4, 4) system. Figure 4(a) shows the
RC-LC communication used for Link Request and Link
Response stages and Figure 4(b) shows the RC-RC com-
munication used for Board Request and Board Response
stages.
Link Request Stage: From Figure 4(a), at each board,
RCi, (i = 0, 1, ...3) sends outLinkRequest packets to the
each of the LCs,LC0, LC1, ... LC3 sequentially at the be-
ginning of the bandwidth reconfiguration phase. EachLCi

updates the queue statistics Linkutil, and Bufferutil, and
forwards the packet to the nextLCi+1. When this packet
is received by theRCi, it updates all theoutgoinglink sta-
tistics.
Board Request Stage: From Figure 4(b), eachRCi now
sends out BoardRequest for all its incominglink informa-
tion (shown in straight line). As it sends out, due to the
symmetry of the ring architecture, it receives BoardRequest

from otherRCi (shown in dotted lines). For example,
when board0 receives BoardRequest from say board1, it
will update the field for wavelength with which board0
communicates with board1, i.e. λ3 using the data stored in
its outgoing link statistic. When the boardRCi receives
its own BoardRequest packet, it updates all the incoming
link statistics.
Reconfigure Stage: Now, eachRCi computes if recon-
figuration is necessary based on two buffer thresholds,
minimum thresholdBmin and maximum thresholdBmax.
While profiling of traffic traces can provide more accurate
information regarding when the network is actually con-
gested, setting theBmax to 0.3 is fairly reasonable for most
traffic scenarios. This implies that on an average 30% of
our buffers are occupied by packets for the given reconfigu-
ration windowRw. We setBmin to 0.0 which indicates no
packets are queued. Each incoming link statistic is classi-
fied into three categories using Bufferutil as under-utilized
if Bufferutil is less thanBmin (implying that this wave-
length can be re-allocated), normal utilized if Bufferutil

falls betweenBmin andBmax (implying the wavelength is
well utilized) and over-utilized if Bufferutil is greater than
Bmax (implying that additional wavelengths are needed).
RC would allocate the under-utilized links to the over-
utilized links. In this way load can be balanced on all the
links incoming on a given system board.
Board Response Stage: From Figure 4(b), eachRCi now
sends outBoardResponse to all the remaining boardRCs
to update their outgoing link statistics. As in board request
stage,RCi updates the information received from other
RCs for the transmitters with whichRCi communicates
with those boards into itsoutgoing link statistics.
Link Response Stage: From Figure 4(a), each boardRCi

sends outLinkResponse packets using the data received
from its outgoing link statistics to each of theLCi. Each
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Figure 4. Reconfiguration algorithm implementation.

LCi updates the state information received, thereby either
turning on/off the lasers.

The entire protocol works inlock-stepfashion, i.e. as
a new control packet is transmitted by theRCi+1, it re-
ceives a control packet from the previousRCi. This pro-
vides synchronization as theRCi+1 will not service the
newly received control packet fromRCi until it transmits
its own control packet. The power-bandwidth reconfigura-
tion algorithm is implemented everyRw by the board re-
configuration controllerRCi. We implementodd − even
reconfiguration, where every odd cycleRw = 1, 3, 5 ...,
RCi triggers power-awareness cycle and every even cy-
cle, Rw = 2, 4, 6, ... the bandwidth reconfiguration cy-
cle is triggered. The reason for doing in this manner is
that the power-awareness can be implemented locally, due
to one-to-one mapping between the transmitter and the re-
ceiver. The bandwidth reconfiguration needs to be imple-
mented globally, knowing all the idle links in the network.
As the links that are idle are generally turned off during
the power-awareness cycle, power scaling cannot be imple-
mented during the bandwidth reconfiguration cycle. More-
over, as we increase the bit rate only if both Linkutil and
Bufferutil exceedsLmax andBmax, it provides a incre-
mental increase in bandwidth. First, the bit rate is scaled.If
that does not stabilize the utilization, DBR allocates spare
resources to improve performance.

4 Performance Evaluation

The performance of E-RAPID is evaluated us-
ing YACSIM[18] and NETSIM discrete-event simula-
tor and is compared to various non-power/power, non-

bandwidth/bandwidth reconfigured network configura-
tions. We use cycle accurate simulations to evaluate the
performance of E-RAPID. Packets were injected according
to Bernoulli process based on the network load for a given
simulation run. The network load is varied from0.1 − 0.9
of the network capacity. The network capacity was deter-
mined from the expressionNc (packets/node/cycle), which
is defined as the maximum sustainable throughput when a
network is loaded with uniform random traffic[15]. The
simulator was warmed up under load without taking mea-
surements until steady state was reached. Then a sample of
injected packets were labelled during a measurement inter-
val. The simulation was allowed to run until all the labelled
packets reached their destinations.

4.1 Simulation Network Parameters

The electrical network router model parameters are
shown in Table 1. These parameters reflect the design
from SGI Spider routing chip[19]. For the router model
designed, the channel width is 16 bits and speed is 400
Mhz, resulting in a unidirectional bandwidth of 6.4 Gbps
and per-port bidirectional bandwidth of 12.8 Gbps. Credit-
based flow control is implemented for a single flit buffer
with credits incurring a single cycle channel delay. Routing
computation, virtual channel and switch allocation, each
takes one router clock cycle. For the optical network, we
assume bit rates of 2.5, 3.3 and 5 Gbps. For most of the
runs, we maintained a constant packet size of 64 Bytes,
resulting in a 8 flit packet size.

At 5 Gbps, the total power consumption of an optical
link is 43.03mW operating at a supply voltage of 0.9V .
The total transmitter power consumed in a link is given by
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the sum of VCSEL power and the VCSEL driver power.
For an implant VCSEL with a slope efficiency of 0.42
A/W , the modulation currentIm is calculated as 16.6mA
and the power consumption is estimated to be 1.5µW for
transmitting a packet of size 64 bytes[16]. The power con-
sumed in a VCSEL driver with a capacitance ofCdriver

0.62pF is 1.23mW [12]. At the receiver side, the pho-
todetector power consumption is calculated as 1.4µW .
The TIA operating at drain-source current ofIds 27.8mA
consumes 25.02mW [20] and the CDR with a capacitance
of CCDR 9.26 pF consumes 17.05mW of power[12].
Similarly, the minimum operating voltage at 2.5 Gbps is
0.45V and the total power consumption is 8.6mW , where
as at 3.3 Gbps, the supply voltage is 0.6V and the total
power consumed is 26mW . These values are shown in Ta-
ble 1. The CDR delay was estimated from [12], which was
normalized to our network clock cycle. In [12], the link
was disabled for 12 network clock cycles (for frequency
scaling) after the bit rate transitions to give CDR to re-lock
to the input data. The slower voltage transitions across ad-
jacent levels took 65 clock cycles. In our network simu-
lation, after the control bit rate packet is transmitted, the
transmitter conservatively disables the link for 65 cycles.

The performance of E-RAPID was compared to other
electrical networks for several communication patterns in-
cluding uniform, butterfly (an−1,an−2, ...,a1,a0 communi-
cates witha0,an−2,...,a1,an−1), complement (an−1,an−2,
...,a1,a0 communicates with nodean−1, an−2, ..., a1, a0),
and perfect shuffle (an−1,an−2, ...,a1,a0 communicates
with with nodean−2, an−3,...,a0,an−1) for network size
of 64 nodes. The performance of E-RAPID was compared
on the basis of throughput, latency and power consumed.

4.2 Results and Discussion

Throughput, Latency, Power: Figures 5 and 6 show the
throughput, latency and overall power consumption for 64
nodes for uniform, complement, perfect shuffle and butter-
fly traffic patterns. All traffic patterns selected are adversial
traffic patterns except uniform. Due to space constraints,
we show the performance for only 64 node network. For
uniform traffic, NP-NB (non-power aware non-bandwidth
reconfigured) shows similar performance (throughput and
latency) as NP-B (non-power aware, bandwidth reconfig-
ured). For uniform traffic pattern, all nodes are equally
probable to communicate with every other node. This
balances the load on all links, thereby having no under-
utilized links to reconfigure. More significantly, with re-
configuration, there is no excess latency penalty. This im-
plies that LS independently evaluates if reconfiguration is
necessary. If it cannot reconfigure the network, it does not
hinder the on-going communication. For P-NB (power
aware, non-bandwidth reconfigured) network, there is a

marginal degradation in performance (less than 3%) as the
network attempts to regulate the power. However for P-
B (power aware bandwidth reconfigured) network, there is
degradation in throughput of 8%. The power consump-
tions for both NP-NB and NP-B are identical, as there is
no power awareness in the network. However, P-NB and
P-B show different power consumption. P-NB shows al-
most 16% reduction on power consumption where as P-B
shows almost 50% reduction in power consumption. In P-
NB, theBmax is kept at 0.0 andLmax is 0.7, as opposed
to P-B, where theBmax is set to 0.3 andLmax is 0.9. In
P-NB, the links are not allowed to completely saturate as
there are no additional links/bandwidth to provide in case
they are saturated. Therefore, we conservatively increase
the bit rate when it is about to saturate.

The worst case traffic pattern for E-RAPID is comple-
ment traffic, where all nodes on a given source board com-
municate with a destination board. For a 64 node net-
work, nodes 0, 1, 2 ... 7 on board 0 communicates with
node 63, 62, 61, ... 56 on board 7. Therefore, the net-
work is saturated even for low load for E-RAPID archi-
tecture. As seen, NP-NB and P-NB, the network is sat-
urated at very low loads. The throughput, network la-
tency and power consumption remains the same for both
NP-NB and P-NB. With reconfiguration, all the remaining
links can be provided to the system board, i.e. NP-B and
P-B provide improved performance in terms of through-
put and latency. We achieve almost 400% improvement in
throughput by completely reconfiguring the network. Sim-
ilarly, the power consumption for a NP-B network is also
300% more than the NP-NB/P-NB networks. However, for
P-B networks, while the performance is almost similar to
the NP-B, the power consumption is reduced by 25% over
NP-B networks. P-B networks consume almost double the
power consumption, but provide four fold improvement in
performance. Similar performance trends can be seen for
perfect shuffle and butterfly as shown in Figure 6. For but-
terfly traffic pattern, NP-B provides 25% improvement in
performance, but consumes almost double the power con-
sumption. P-B, on the other hand, provides similar perfor-
mance improvement of 25% where as consumes 1.5 times
that of NP-NB and P-NB. For perfect shuffle patterns, the
throughput improves by 1.7 times by using NP-B and P-B,
where as power consumption increases by 70% and 25%
for NP-B and P-B. In E-RAPID architecture, power and
bandwidth reconfiguration allows the network, not only to
improve performance by re-allocating idle links, but also
to save power by bit rate and voltage scaling. NP-B al-
lows simply the bandwidth to be reconfigured, and P-NB
allows only power to be scaled. This new P-B allows both,
power as well as bandwidth to be reconfigured leading to
improved network performance.
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Figure 5. Performance-Power consumption for a 64 node E-RAP ID configuration implementing NP-
NB, NP-B, P-NB and P-B for Uniform and Complement traffic patt erns.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we combined dynamic bandwidth re-
allocation (DBR) techniques with dynamic power man-
agement (DPM) techniques and proposed a combined
technique called Lock-Step (LS) for improving the per-
formance of the opto-electronic interconnect in terms
of throughput and latency, while consuming substan-
tial less power. We implemented LS on our pro-
posed opto-electronic E-RAPID architecture and com-
pared the performance of non-power/power aware and
non-bandwidth/bandwidth reconfigured networks. Our
proposed LS technique implemented the power-bandwidth
(P-B) reconfiguration and achieved similar throughput and
latency performance as a fully bandwidth reconfigured net-
work while consuming almost 50% to 25% lesser power.
More power levels and corresponding bit rates can further
improve the performance as power scaling can follow the
traffic pattern more accurately. The dynamic bandwidth re-
allocation techniques proposed in this paper provides com-
plete flexibility to re-allocate all system bandwidth for a
given board. Cost-effective design alternatives that provide
limited flexibility for reconfigurability may reduce perfor-
mance, but lower the cost of the network. In the future,
we will evaluate multiple power scaling techniques along

with limited bandwidth reconfigurability for improving the
system performance, reducing the power consumption and
reducing the overall cost of the architecture.
Acknowledgement: This research is supported by NSF
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